
1. Stripping with the crane

Some recommendations for a correct use

• Before stripping with the crane, for the 

to use the CROW BAR, for that,

in the yellow tube

 

So before hoisting all the gang with the crane,

CORNERs

IMPORTANT the plate to be in position 2 

 

• Put grease on all faces of the stripping corner t

with the concrete.

PLATE POSITION 2 

STRIPPING CORNER 

Stripping with the crane 

recommendations for a correct use of the STRIPPING CORNER with the crane

Before stripping with the crane, for the firstfirstfirstfirst stripping, 

to use the CROW BAR, for that, the STRIPPING CORNER has some hol

in the yellow tube. 

      

So before hoisting all the gang with the crane, all the 

s should be stripped with the crow bar. It is very VERY 

IMPORTANT the plate to be in position 2  

 

Put grease on all faces of the stripping corner that will be in contact 

with the concrete. 

with the crane: 

stripping, we recommend 

the STRIPPING CORNER has some holes 

 

all the STRIPPING 

with the crow bar. It is very VERY 

hat will be in contact 



 

Note: see ANEX A for the procedure of stripping with the crane 

 

2. Stripping Manually 

The plate MUST be in position 1, so it is NOT possible to use the CROW BAR. 

 

 

 

For the stripping, it is recommended to use the impact gun, because it is faster than 

stripping manually. 

Contact faces with 

the concrete 

PLATE POSITION 1 



 

 

Put grease on all faces of the stripping corner that will be in contact with the concrete. 

Note: see ANEX B for the procedure of stripping with the crane 

 

 

 

 

 

  

IMPACT GUN 



ANEX A 

STEP DESCRIPTION SKECTH 

1 

Each sling (in total 4 slings) 

must be fixed to each 

LIFTING RING of the 

STRIPPING CORNER.  

 

 

2 

Before stripping with the 

crane, the FIXING HOOK 

must be in position 2. 

 

 

  

             POSITION 1               POSITION 2 

3 

With the crane, the tube (A) 

is pulled up (in Z axis 

direction) until STRIPPING 

POSITION. 

 

  



 

         CONCRETE POURING POSITION                STRIPPING POSITION 

 

                                           CONCRETE POURING POSITION                             STRIPING POSITION 

4 

For putting again the 

retractable corner in 

CONCRETE POURING 

POSITION, first the SCREW 

JACK must be turned in the 

clockwise direction until 

position 4. 

 
 

 

                           POSITION 3                                  POSITION 4 



 

 

 

ANEX B 

STEP DESCRIPTION SKECTH 

1 

The FIXING HOOK must be in 

position 1. 

 
 

POSITION 1 

2 

Turn the SCREW JACK in the 

clockwise direction until the 

STRIPPING POSITION. 

 

 

 

5 

After that, the FIXING HOOK 

must be put in Position 1 

and the SCREW JACK turned 

opposite to the clockwise 

direction until putting the 

retractable corner in position 

6. 

 

 

  

                   POSITION 5                            POSITION 6 



STEP DESCRIPTION SKECTH 

               CONCRETE POURING POSITION           STRIPPING POSITION 

3 

For putting again the 

retractable corner in the 

CONCRETE POURING 

POSITION, turn the SCREW 

JACK in the opposite of the 

clockwise direction until 

position 3. 

 

 

  

                   POSITION 2                            POSITION 3 

 


